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CHAPTER-II 

THE POET-CRITIC  /  CRITIC-POET 

 

Stephen Spender’s fame as  aliterary critic always ran parallel to his career 

as a poet .When a poet  is also a critic ,it becomes natural that his or her critical 

works will discuss poetry in general .This too happened with Spender,and his 

navigation between thecentreand the circumference  is  best reflectedin 

hisTheDestructive Element(1935) and The Creative  Element(1953) . 

The title  “The Destructive Element”  is lifted form Joseph  Conrad’s Lord Jim: 

The  ways is to the destructive elementsubmit yourself , 

and with the exertions of your hands and fact in the water 

   make the deep ,deep sea keep you up.    

        (Conrad:1982:149) 

 
The purpose of Spender’s title is to alert one that human nature and values 

areprecarious,not immutable, and that the forces of destructive facing them are 

enormous . 

The embodiments of the  destructive element  for Spender in 1935 were 

WorldWar –I,the Great Depression ,and the rise of fascism .The famous 

writersdiscussed in The Destructive Elementare  Henry 

James,T.S.Eliot,W.B.Yeats,and D.H.Lawrence. According  to Spender ,they were 

all “ faced  by the  destructive element ,that is ,by the  Experience   of   an all 

pervadingPresent   ,which  is   a  world  without    belief” (Spender:1935:14). 

Spender insists that  great literature must be re-read in terms of thepresent,and 

thekernel of the presentissocial revolution.Reality is –destructive ,but the artist 

must not reject it,even though it is frightening or appalling.The‘centre’(that is,the 
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self) should reach out to the ‘circumference’(that is,the‘other’) in order to avoid 

destruction. 

Spender’s reading of Henry James is perceptive rather than a 

homage.According to him, James  

…revolutionized the method of presentationin the novel, 

altering the emphasis fromthe scene to that intellectual and 

imaginative activity which leadsto the scene,so that his scenes 
 
aresymptoms,not causes…     (DE :16) 
      
 

Spender,however,at the same time rebukes him for his belief that 
 
…the only values which matteredat all were those cultivated 

by individuals who had escapedfrom the general decadence  

of Europe.       (ibid:17) 

       
The result,in Spender’s opinion was that James removed his art 

 
…from the objective world, until he had created a world 

of his own, in which it waspossible for that reality to 

appear either in a form in which it was beautifullyaccepted 

… or in which itwas ‘shown up’ in its fullest horror. 

        (ibid:36) 

Eliot’s The waste land,according to Spender,is the best description of a 

worldwhere there is no belief.But he argues that Eliot paradoxically wanted to 

take shelter in James Frazer’s The Golden Bough , in a Christianity of his own 

creation and in a diehard “belief…in the possibility of personal 

salvation”(ibid:135).Eliot,for Spender,thus became “blinded to the existence of 

people outsidehimself”.(ibid:146)The despair was due to thecentre’s inability to 

reach out tothe outer sphere,and that was Spender,as a poet ‘of’ 

crisis,repudiated. 
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For Spender, Yeats anchored to (magical)   ‘system’ was not very different 

from myth and orthodoxy.The perpetual problem of Yeats’s reader, according to 

Spender is that 

…at every stage[he is]perplexed….He imagines that 

all is to be mystery andtwilight and that he dare hardly 

listen,he must be so silent, for fear lest disturb the fairies.  (ibid:127) 
         

 Although remarkablein the domain of realism,Yeats “has found as yet,no 

subject of moral significance in the social life of his time”.  (ibid:131). Arguably 

Spender is here privileging ‘circumference’ over ‘centre’.Spender views 

D.H.Lawrence in the contest of a wider circumference. 

[For Lawrence] sex…is life,it isthe very opposite of death…and 

it is the means of escape for the individual from the living death 

of the modern world.         (ibid:178) 

 
In Spender’s opinion,Lawrence’s greatness lies in his taking the whole of  

civilization into his artistic ambit.Not only did he recognize the intrinsic value 

ofexternal nature,but wasinterested in contemporary politics and morality. He 

wasthus “revolutionary and preacher”.And the idea of the revolutionary must have 

chimed well With the Spender orbiting along the ‘circumference’. The Destructive 

Elementisa committed but not obdurate wettest view of the ‘mattering’ of literature 

and art in the twentieth century.Although thework has been interpreted as a call 

for some curb on artistic freedom for the sake of service to society,it would be  

judicious to regard it as an appeal to the man behind a book to be alive to the 

outer concentric circle of social and political whirlwind and ultimately to accept the 

truth of the existence of their personal heart of darkness. 

The Creative Element(1953) is based on the lectures Spender gave at the  
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University of Cincinnati where he held the position of the Elliston Chair of 

Poetry.The focus here is on the aesthetic processes.In a way,to move from 

TheDestructive ElementtoThe Creative Elementis to move from the 

‘circumference’ to the ‘centre’. Whereas the destructive element consists of the 

external forces chaos and the internal forces of corruption, the creative element 

brings back the poet to his ‘still’ centre.Spender writes : 

…the creative element is the individual vision of the writer 

whorealizes in his work the decline of modern values while 

isolating his own individual values from the context of society. 

He never forgets the modern context, In fact he is always stating  

it, but he does so only to createthe more forcibly the visions 

of his own isolation.         (CE:11) 

 

The contrastive position of the poet’s individual self and his social 

responsibilities,that is , the battle between the ‘self’ and the ‘other’ 

becomespronounced in The Creative Element: 

So perhaps the ‘destructive element’ was not, as I thought,  

capitalism,fascism, the political  mechanism which produced 

wars and unemployment.It was simply society itself.Genius 

had renounced,or moved outside,society, and any acceptance 

of a social concept which threatened individual isolation was 

destructiveto its unique vision.       (ibid:12) 

 
In The Creative Element,therefore, Spender has sought to remedy the 

‘blunders’ of his youth and revealed hissense of guilt thatthe privileged 

society,the ‘circumference’ , over the role of the creative self of the artist, that is 

‘centre’. 

In The Destructive Element ,Spender argued that artists /poets can find the 

way out of the destructive abyss of modern society by aligning themselves with 
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some kind of‘ism’ that could cater to the healing of the ills—moral, social, 

political—of the world. In The Creative Element ,moves away from that critical 

position and argues that artists Must lookwithin themselves to indicate answers to 

the problems of society, without beingPartisans. 

Spender holds that modern society is not only uncongenial to creativity but 

also responsible for its devaluation. The threatening and dehumanizing role of 

progress and modernization renders the poet’s imagination rather helpless: 

Modern man in the industrial city is like a mouse who  has 

given birth to a litterof mountains,mountains which are not 

like natural mountains because they don’t stay put. 

They don’t become scenery ,the background of the human  

drama.Theyare mountains, so to speak,which work on 

their own steam,and function beyond the control of their 

inventors .They are mountains which may fall on us. 

 (ibid:38) 

 

Groping for a true connection between the ‘centre’ and the 

‘circumference’,Spender envisages the poet as one who will transcend the 

modern artist’s needfor isolation and political purity (‘neutrality’?),who will not die 

with a dying society because he or she will give society a new life born out of his 

own creativity and a forward-looking “new system which will give meaning to the 

world”(ibid:52). Politics, therefore, needs to behumanized ,  ‘Christian’. 

The process of history does not inevitably comeout of the binaries of thesis 

andantithesis,and individual rights need not be subordinated to the so-called 

greater good.Here is Spender, the revisionist: 

 “The answer to Marxism is to accept the challenge of the necessity 

of worldwide social change,but at the same time to regard the individual 

with Christian charity and justice”      (ibid:199). 
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Naturally, Shelley becomes Spender’s hero:the paragon of artists as 

individual and rebel. For Spender, Shelley’s social vision was all-encompassing, 

and although he did not change the world appreciatively, he kept his ideals fresh 

and clear in his mind and passed them on to human kind unspoilt . 

Shelly,forSpender,is still relevant because his vision is still true to “a Conceivable 

future because it is true of man’s feeling about his own nature”  (ibid:28). 

 Since, Spender’s ‘Creative’ vision sees poets as the unacknowledged 

legislators of the world, he is well aware of the mattering of poetry: 

Poetry could not become a substitute for religion, but it 

could draw or create a picture of the blank of religion  

and describe the modern human experiences to which the  

religions no longer seemed to apply.It could…show that  

it is not enough to have sensibility and the imagination. 

It is necessary imaginatively to systemize the world of the 

imagination.       (ibid:177) 

 
To sum up,the word ‘creative’ signifies for Spender the inner vision of the 

poetconceived in imagination and isolation, and the word ‘destructive’ stands for 

the out world of objective reality fallen into disorder and decay.The 

relationbetween these two elements is suggestive of the poet’s predicament in an 

age of anxiety. Spender uses the metaphor of a cage to describe the conditions 

in whichthe poet is compelled to carry on his creative activity:how to get out of the 

cage of meaningless existence ,Spender suggests,is the momentous question 

facing the poets of our times.Spender,the poet-critic andcritic-poet registers the 

bewildering navigation between the centreand the circumference--- a ‘crisis’ that 

is part and parcel of the struggle of the modern. 

 


